Abstract-We uresent a model predictive control (MPC) that resolves (reduces) congestion will at best achieve . -approach to opt&ally coordinate variable speed limits for freeway traffic. In particular, we consider discrete-valued variable speed limits. Moreover, we also impose a safety constraint that prevents driven from encountering speed limit drops larger than. sav. 10 km/h. 
approach to opt&ally coordinate variable speed limits for freeway traffic. In particular, we consider discrete-valued variable speed limits. Moreover, we also impose a safety constraint that prevents driven from encountering speed limit drops larger than. sav. 10 km/h. The control obiective is to minimize the a flow improvement of approximately 5-lo%, but this improvement can decrease the 'ITS significantly. This also means that the control strategy requires great precision. For this reason and because there are I ._ total time that vehicles spend in the network. This approach msults in dynamic speed limits that reduce or even eliminate shock warm.
always (unpredictable) disturbances present in a traffic network, feedback control is required. 2) In practice, the speed limit signs usually display speed I. INTRODUCTION limits in increments of, e.g., 10 M. Therefore, the controller should produce discrete-valued control Traffic jams do not only cause considerable costs due ":"""," J ' p ' l L * .
3) For safety it is often required (for practical implementation) that the driver should not encounter a decrease in the displayed speed limit larger than a pre-specified amount. The controller should be able to take this kind of constraints into account. The control strategy presented in this paper includes these to unproductive time losses, but they also augment the possibility of accidents, and they have a negative impact on the environment and on the quality of life. On the short term the most effective measures in the battle against traffic congestion seem to be a selective construction of new roads and a better control of traffic by dynamic traffic management measures. We will concentrate on the latter option.
In practice, dynamic traffic management usually operates requ'rements.
-. .
based on local data only. However, it has many advantages to consider the effect of the measures on the network level instead. So, a network-wide coordination of control measures based on global data is necessary. Since the effect of a control measure on more distant locations might only be visible after some time, a prediction of the network evolution is also necessary to achieve optimal network control. The approach presented in this paper contains both elements: networkwide coordination and prediction. Furthermore, we consider a special case of traffic control measures: variable speed limits to reduce or eliminate shock waves.
Besides prediction and coordination, the speed limit control problem bas other characteristics that impose certain requirements on the control strategy: 1) There is a direct relation between the outflow of a network and the total time spent (lTS) in the network, assuming that the traffic demand is fixed. Papageorgiou 111 showed that in a traffic network, an increase of outflow of 5 9% may result in an decrease of the total time spent in the network of up to 20 %. As the outflow is lower when the traffic is congested', one should try to prevent or postpone a breakdown as much as of speed limits 151, [6] . Several control methodologies are used in literature to find a control law for speed control, such as multi-layer control [7] , sliding-mode control 161, and optimal control [21. In a previous paper 181 we have demonstrated the effectiveness of continuous-valued speed limits against shock waves. In this paper, we focus on discrete-valued speed limits and the constraints following from the safety considerations.
Most of the models used in literature represent the speed limits by a factor that downscales the fundamental diagram (see, e.g., [2], [6] ). This can give too optimistic results (see Section 111-B.Z), and therefore we use the METANET model which we extend with an equation that models the effect of a speed limit. We also introduce an equation to express the difference in the drivers' anticipation to increasing or decreasing downstream densities. This paper is organized as follows. In Section Il the problem and the basic idea of the solution to moving jams is described. In Section I11 the basic ingredients of model predictive control are introduced, and the prediction model including the extensions is presented. The proposed control method is applied to a benchmark problem in Section IV.
0-7803-7924-1/03/$17.00 Q2003 IEEE11. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION It is well known (see, e.g., [ 9 ] ) that some types of traffic jams move upstream with approximately 15 km/h. These jams can remain stationary for a long time, so every vehicle that enters the freeway upstream of the jammed area will have to pass through the jammed area, which increases the travel time. Another disadvantage of the moving jams is that they are potentially unsafe. Lighthill and Whitham [IO] introduced the term "shock wave" for waves that are formed by several waves running together. At the shock wave, fairly large reductions in velocity occur very quickly. In this paper we will use the term "shock wave" for any wave (the moving jammed areas) and will not distinguish between waves and shock waves, because in practice any wave is undesired.
To suppress shock waves one can use speed limits in the following way. In some sections upstream of a shock wave, speed limits are imposed and consequently the inflow of the jammed area is reduced. When the inflow of the jammed area is smaller than its outflow, the jam will eventually dissolve.
In other words, the speed limits create a low-density wave (with a density lower than that in the uncontrolled situation) that propagates downstream. This low-density wave meets the shock wave and compensates its high density, which reduces or eliminates the shock wave.
APPROACH A. Model Predictive Control
We use a model predictive control (MPC) scheme to solve the problem of optimal coordination of speed limits. In MF' C, at each time step k the optimal control signal is computed (by numerical optimization) over a prediction horizon N,,. A control horizon Nc (< N,,) is selected to reduce the number of variables and to improve the stability of the system. (After the control horizon has been passed, the control signal is usually taken to be constant.) From the resulting optimal control signal only the first sample k + 1 is applied to the process. In the next time step k + 1, a new optimization is performed (with a prediction horizon that is shifted one time step further) and of the resulting control signal again only the first sample is applied, and so on. This scheme, called rolling horizon, allows for updating the state (from measurements), or even for updating the model in every iteration step. Updating the state results in a controller that has a low sensitivity to prediction errors, and updating the model results in an adaptive control system, which could be useful in situations where the model significantly changes, such as in case of incidents or changing weather conditions. For more information on MPC we refer the interested reader to [Ill, (121 and the references therein.
E. Predicfion model
The MPC procedure includes a prediction of the network evolution as a function of the current state and a given control input. For this prediction we use a slightly modified version of the (destination-independent) METANET model [13] , [14] . The modifications are introduced to model shock waves better and to include the effect of speed limits. Note that the MPC approach is generic and will find the optimal speed limits independently of the model that is used (e.g., independently of the way in which speed limits enter the model), so the modifications are not necessary for the effectiveness of MPC. For the sake of brevity, we describe only those parts of the model that are relevant for the benchmark network of Section N.
I ) Original METANET model:
The METANET model represents a network as a directed graph with the links corresponding to freeway stretches. Each freeway link has uniform characteristics, i.e., no on-ramps or off-ramps and no major changes in geometty. Each link m is divided into N, segments of length L, (see Figure I) . Each segment i of link ni is characterized by the trafic den& pm.i(k) (vehnaneh), the mean speed v,.i(k) (M), and the rrafic volume orpow qn,,i(k) (vehh), where k indicates the time instant f = kT, and T is the time step used for the simulation of the traffic flow (typically T = 10s).
The following equations describe the evolution of the network over time 1131, [14] :
with a,,, a model parameter, and where the free-flow speed vr,ce.n, is the average speed that drivers assume if traffic is flowing freely, and the critical density is the density at which the traffic flow becomes unstable.
Origins are modeled with a simple queue model:
. with w o the length of the queue at origin o, d,(k) the demand, and qo(k) the outflow, which is given by where Qo is the on-ramp capacity (vehh) under free-flow conditions, pmax is the maximum density, and p the index of the link to which the on-ramp is connected.
2) Extensions:
Since the original METANET model does not describe the effect of speed limits, we will slightly modify the equation for the desired speed (4) to incorporate speed limits. The second extension regards the modeling of a mainstream origin, which has a different nature than an on-ramp origin. The third extension describes the different effects of a positive or negative downstream density gradient on the speed.
In some publications, the effect of the speed limit is expressed by scaling down the desired speed-density diagram
[ 2 ] , [ 6 ] . This changes the whole speed-density diagram, also for the states where the speed would otherwise be lower than the value of the speed limit. This means, e.g., that if the free flow speed is 120 kmlh and the displayed speed limit is 100 k " , then the speed and flow of the traffic are reduced even when the vehicles are traveling at 80 kmih.
Furthermore, scaling down the desired speed also reduces the capacity, while there is no reason to assume that a speed limit above the critical speed (speeds where the Row has not reached capacity yet) would reduce the capacity of the road). These assumptions are rather u-mealistic, and they exaggerate the effect of speed limits. However, to get a more realistic model €or the effects of the speed limits, we assume that the desired speed is the minimum of the following two quantities:
the desired speed based on the experienced density, and the desired speed caused by the speed limit displayed on the variable message sign:
(1 + a)vctr~.m.i(k), where vcoi.nl,i(k) is the speed limit imposed on segment i, link m at time k, and 1 + a expresses the non-compliance.
To express the different natures of a mainstream origin link o and a regular on-ramp (the queue at a mainstream origin is in fact an abstraction of the sections upstream of the origin of the p a of the freeway network that we are modeling), we use a modified version of (5) with another Row constraint, because the inflow of a segment (and thus the outflow of the mainstream origin) can be limited by an active speed limit or by the actual speed in the first segment (when either of them is lower than the speed at critical density). Hence, we assume that the maximal flow equals the flow that follows from the speed-flow relationship from (1) and (4) with the speed equal to the speed limit or the actual speed in the first segment, whichever is smaller. So if U is the origin of link p, then Since the effect of a higher downstream density is usually stronger than the effect of a lower downstream density, we distinguish between these two cases. The sensitivity of the speed to the downstream density is expressed by parameter q. In (3), q is a global parameter and has the same value for all segments. However, here we take different values for qm.i(k), depending on whether the downstream density is higher or lower than the density in the actual segment:
qm.i(k) =
In addition, when there is no entering link (but a mainstream origin), we assume that the speed of the (virtual) entering link equals the speed of the first segment:
This is a good approximation of the speed behavior when there are enough (e.& three or more) uncontrolled upstream segments.
C. Objective funelion v r n ;~( k ) = .m,l(k) .
We consider the following objective function:
where /dl and 0 , 1 1 are the sets of indices of all pairs of segments and links and of all origins respectively, and Isped is the set of pairs of indices (~71.i) of the links and segments where speed control is applied. This objective function contains a term for the lTS, and a term that penalizes abrupt variations in the speed limit control signal, which is weighted by the nonnegative parameter aswed.
D. Constrainb
In general, for the safe operation of a speed control system, it is required that the maximum decrease in speed limits that a driver can encounter (vmaxdifi) is limited. There are three situations where a driver can encounter a different speed limit value: (1) when the speed limit changes in a given segment (and there are more speed limit signs on the same segment), (2) when a driver enters a new segment, ( 3 ) when the'driver enters a new segment and the speed limit 
Iv. A BENCHMARK PROBLEM A. Set-up
The benchmark set-up consists of one origin, one freeway link, and one destination, as in Figure 1 with N I = 12. The mainstream origin 01 has two lanes with a capacity of 2000 vehih each. The freeway link LI follows with two lanes, and is 12 kin long, consisting of twelve segments of 1 km each.
Segments 1 up to 5 and segment 12 are uncontrolled, while segments 6 up to 11 are equipped with a variable message sign where speed limits can he set. We choose to include the five uncontrolled upstream segments to be sure that boundary condition of equation (7) does not play a dominant role. Link L I ends in destination D l .
We use the same network parameters as in [13]: T = lOs, 5 = 18 s, IC = 40 veh/lane/km, pmax = 180 v e M a n e h , pc", = 33.5 v e M a n e h , om = 1.867 and vrree = 102km/h. Furthermore, we take ql,igh = 65 !&AI, qlOw = 30km2/h, a = 0.05 and Uspeed = 2. For the variable speed limits we have assumed that they can change only every minute, and that they cannot be less than vclrlmin = 50 km/h. This is imposed as a hard constraint in the optimization problem. If there is a safety constraint, then I'maxdifi = 10 km/h. The input of the system is the traffic demand at the upstream end of the link and the (virtual) downstream density at the downstream end of programming. The discrete-valued control signal is a rounded version of the continuous optimization result. Three different types of discretization are examined: The first ("round") rounds the continuous control valves to the nearest discrete value, the second ("ceil") rounds them to the nearest discrete value that is higher than the continuous value, and the thiid (''floor") to the nearest discrete value that is lower than the real value. This method of obtaining discrete control signals is heuristic hut fast. It is also possible to use discrete optimization techniques such as tabu search, simulated annealing or genetic algorithms, hut since for this set-up and input the discretization method results in a performance that is comparable to that of the continuous version, it is not necessary to do so.
The rolling horizon strategy is now implemented as follows. After the discretization, the first sample of the control signal is applied to the traffic system and then the optimization~iscretization steps are repeated. Note that this way of rounding is not the same as first rounding the continuous signal and then applying the resulting signal for the whole prediction horizon at once, because in out approach the different traffic behavior caused by the discretization is already taken into account in the next iteration. , :
.%SO 
B. Results
The results of the simulations of the no-control and the control case with continuous speed limits without constraints is displayed in Figures 3. In the controlled case the shock wave disappears after approximately 2 hours, while in the no-control case, the shock wave travels through the whole link. The speed limits are active in segments 6 up to 10; the speed limit in segment 11 has higher values than the critical speed and is not limiting the flow (see Figure 4) . The active speed limits start to limit the flow at r = 4 min and create a low-density wave traveling downstream (the small dip in Figure 3 ). This low-density wave meets the shock wave traveling upstream and reduces its density just enough to stop it. So, the tail of the shock wave has a fixed location while the bead dissolves into free flow traffic as in the uncontrolled situation, which means that the shock wave eventually dissolves completely.
The speed limits persist until the shock wave (to he precise, the high-density region) is completely dissolved. The speed limits in Figure 4 start to increase after r = 17 min and return gradually to a high value that is not limiting the flow anymore.
The 'ITS was 1862.0 veh.hours in the no-control case and 1458.0 veh.hours in the controlled (continuous, unconstrained) case, which is an improvement of 21.7%. The result of the several types of discretization is shown in Table I . The performance loss caused by the discretized speed limits is small in the ''round'' and "ceil" cases, but large for "flooI". The performance degradation in case of "floor" can be probably explained by the effect of the safety constraints2, but the detailed analysis is a topic for future research.
The results of including the safety constraints are comparable to those in Table I , and are not shown here. The performance improvement for Np = 11, Ne = 8 in the constrained case is 21.4%. compared to 21.7 %in the unconstrained case. Figure 4 shows the values of the optimal speed limits discrete ("ceil") case with safety constraints and Np = 11, Nc = 8.
'After discretiring the speed limits. the consminu could farce the speed limiu in the next iteration step to be too low from optimality point of view.
V. CONCLUSIONS A N D FUTURE RESEARCH
We have presented a model predictive control framework to optimally coordinate variable speed limits. The purpose of the control was to find the control signals that minimize the total time that vehicles spend in the network.
We have applied the developed control framework to a benchmark network consisting of a link of 12 km, where 6 segments of 1 km are controlled by speed limits. It was shown that coordinated control with continuous-valued speed limits (base case) is effective against shock waves. The performance of the discrete-valued safety-constrained speed limits was comparable that of the base case if the discretevalued speed limits were generated by "round" or "ceil". In all of these cases the coordination of speed limits eliminated the shock wave entering from the downstream end of the link. The coordinated case resulted in a network where the outflow was sooner restored to capacity, and in a decrease of the total time spent of 21 %. Topics for further research include: explanation of the performance degradation in case of "floor" discretization; comparison of the discrete MPC approach with other existing approaches; further examination of the trade-off between efficiency and optimality for rounding versus full discrete optimization; study of a real freeway stretch, including model calibration with real data,; and inclusion of extra control measures (such as ramp metering, dynamic lane assignment, route information, reversible lanes, etc.).
